A. Introduction
Governance experiences in developing countries often be considered full of dishonesty, corruption, collusion and nepotism. Such condition has provided impetus for governments, religious figures, intellectuals and several NGOs in developing countries to find solution whether preventively as well as curatively. This kind of problem appeared because there public decisions-making not sensitive to voices of communities, hierarchical process of public decisions-making and increasing turns of culmination which lead to the real sense of poverty. It is this problem that brings about attempts to create clean governance. Corruption, collusion and nepotism have not been disappearing from practices of some persons within government circles in developing countries. For example, in Indonesian reformation that has been running for nine years, however, there still so many unclear project tenders or unprofessional license of banking administration take places and so many others. Such the case obviously cannot be separated from the influence of irrational-hierarchical system of governance.
In this article, the writer wants to suggest solution that is hoped to give a fresh breath within government and development as well. Hence, religious consciousness becomes highly significant and relevant to establish good governance. In other words, good governance will be effectively applied if religious believers along with government take part together in establishing commitment of its enforcement.
However, it is still necessary to have understanding dealing with roots of the problem: Why it comes to appear deep pessimism regarding to the increasing of poor governance? Then, how to strengthen the role of religion in establishing good governance?
B. The Face of Bureaucracy: Between Irrational-Hierarchical and RationalEgalitarian
This face of bureaucracy often misinterpreted that had an impression to be only controlled by its leader. It is the implication of system bureaucracy management that raises assessment whether it is categorized as a good governance order or a bad governance order? Perception on bureaucracy can not be viewed apart from individual's understanding about a form of governance order. Governance order always involves in it those who are in power and those who are under control. Within governance order it is often found two terms that misunderstood frequently: governance and government.
Governance is more on attitude and behavior of those who are in power whereas government is an authority to govern. Governance has an essential meaning that is about knowledge, attitude and practice which guides to the issue of how to make changes in attitude and behavior? If government has knowledge, attitude and practice of thing bad, this can be changed in stages in order to become good. Hence, knowledge, attitude and practice constitute the essence for establishing good governance. Good knowledge, attitude and practice will generate a good government order. Automatically, it is realized how important an application of good principle is in carrying out a government. A good governance system required some principles such as political action; acknowledgment from those who control the power; democratization in order to be able to accept people's criticism and advises; policy intended to give opportunity for people to delivering criticisms and advices; keeping off people demands and opening people political watching involvement.
However, in addition to the need of several strict requirement above mentioned, it is also in need of supporting pillar for standing a good governance, among others are in economy, politics, law, social and culture and religion. All these factors influence and interact to each other. It is acknowledged that government policy which tends to pursue economic target and the centralistic system of government has caused the reform towards obtaining good governance is less develops maximally. As a consequence the pillar of state living becomes weak and brittle. All that mater can not be separated from the problem of moral weaknesses of society, in particular those of officials of government. In this context, religious role might be able to motivate and to give a breath to all field of life so that it will appear just system of economy, politic, law and social-cultural order.
But in reality religion is often less powerful. Inter-ethnic prejudices as well as inter vested-interest group, inter-entities of religion even inter-entities of territorial are quite apprehensively about our national cohesive. Tendency to accuse each other and to topple down seems continuing. This phenomenon gives evidence of the high level of prejudices and how depressed the trust among people. How low the trust among elements is that appears illegitimacy or distrust to each other. People do not trust government and vise versa whereas trust is very necessary to establish the unity or cohesion of nation.
Based on realities of human civilization (waqî'at al-'umrân al-basyarî) 1 , system of governance can be analyzed by using two approaches, namely the structure of irrational-hierarchical and the structure of rational-egalitarian. The structure of rational-egalitarian insists that all policy of bureaucracy must be easy to understand (clearly understandable) and easy to access (freely available). Whereas, the structure of irrational-hierarchical gives priority to government's interests with neglecting roles of those the governed. Such governance will impact on the causes of strong explosion that not only endangering the state and bureaucracy's authority but also depraving social order that had helped to establish it.
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The structure of irrational-hierarchical constitutes the problem in developing countries. Specifically, the problem is "the paradox of development administration".
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It means, the existence of effective administration system does not guarantee the success of development in developing country, but the administration system of which is too effective can also become an obstacle the development. This is because the will of establishing good governance has been a custom which is dependent on government bureaucracy that has been centered on the authority of its leader. If in the government system the pattern of irrational-hierarchical structure is given priority, attempts to establish good governance order will find obstruction. It is this kind of pattern that well known as the feudalistic system of governance. The reason is so simple that within a governance system which contains cultural complexities, these could not be reduced with only serving to the boss. Form of loyalty can be taken off if a staff does not fill up all order of boss. In other word, a staff has to move of leave off his/her previous position and than given another new task in alienation. This feudalistic system will give rise negative impact namely working without the principle of professionalism. The feudalistic system of governance prefers to pay attention to the principle of "as far as the boss is happy".
Basing on the form of this feudalistic bureaucracy it is easily to open opportunity for chief officers to do as they want in determining their policy direction.
It is mostly possible that this form of bureaucracy will spread out a kind of collusion tree in the heart of those policy holders. It is a reality that collusion is motivated to gain economical as much as political benefit of those bureaucrats. Mostly in developing countries, collusion network spreads vertically as well as horizontally that easily fill up webs of cancer covering all bodies of bureaucracy. Eventually, immunity system of governance bureaucracy increases to weaken and not be able anymore to grapple with the growing fast of collusion.
This very large power of bureaucracy simply gives rise difficulty to people in realizing the function of control. All formal controlling institutions are under or at least within government bureaucracy and unluckily none of them are willing to share the access to people in general to participate in watching bureaucracy. Improving such bureaucracy, then, it is not enough to base solely on the self-controlling, means from government, by government, and for government, in other word government controls it self. Actually for this reason that corruption has never been fought, even grew thriving, as happened within the New Order era. 6 Such corruption may takes place in making process of a deal concerning state regulation by involving government, society and private parties which also in turn became the connecting line of crime that was oppressive to the people in general.
Government bureaucracies in almost every developing country are simply to legitimize the incumbent leaders. It is not a few that officials are always to behave as if they keep people aspiration and mandate in fact they did public prevarication in massive way. And this collusion within government system is clearly because there are the same interest between the chiefs and those who have the capital. The adjoining of government officials and capital owners constitutes a strong corps as the outcome of collusion yielded within bureaucracy for creating single loyalty. At the same time, it is easily to find officials that are willing to help people, interestingly using unexpected wrong ways, namely using the pattern and mechanism that the colonial did.
If "single loyalty" can easily move and secure, the contrast is the fate of people who always in conflict and difficulties in playing their roles. If such is the real condition, there must be something wrong in applying the principles of good governance. Evidence of this faulty is the government bureaucracy existence it self in one had, and several deviations in other hand that lose out nation and people. For this 6 Miftah Thoha (2000) reason, it needs common attempts to recreate essential in Taufik Abdullah terms "moral and psychological condition" within mass democratic formation. 7 The system of government bureaucracy constitutes political expression of elite which should not only favor "formal politic". 8 The system of government not only limited on issues of efficient and productive administration, 9 but need also to consider of principle of ethic and moral standard which is explored from genuine principle pf people and society. 10 It is this ethical principle and moral standard that categorized as a government bureaucracy that culturally as well as structurally rational and egalitarian in nature.
C. Moral Principle and Ethical Consciousness of Good Governance
Good governance is the term that has been favorable lately after the spread of people disappointment in any developing countries. The paradox of development administration is ironical to the management system of a government order.
However, the new government is easily understood -from the languages it uses-as anti "poor governance", that is the governance which refers to previous fraudulent governance order. However, key success of good governance depends on mental attitudes such as consciousness, wisdom, commitment and responsibility, and these have to be carried out well. Good governance would not work effectively and efficiently if not in balance with the control system of people. The basic argument of this idea suggests that the democratic system of politic and government lies on the existence of control made by people to the governing activities (control of government by the governed).
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Miftah Toha confesses that within complex democratic society it is almost unlikely for people to make control perfectly. However, still people are in the hope with proposing the way of electing their leader by people governed. Although it is clear and easy to decide whether the governance system will apply the cultural and structural bureaucracy of rational-egalitarian or the irrationalhierarchical one, in practice it is often that those who are in power applies double standard within the government system. For example, there exits rationale within bureaucracy that seems influenced by the system of hierarchy of power. It is commonly happening that practice and perception of bureaucracy considers the higher hierarchy has larger power to control and the lower hierarchy has less power to control, while those beyond the hierarchy, i.e. the position occupied by people, considered to have nothing. It means if people come to face bureaucracy they would be powerless otherwise to be abused. This unbalanced ties of power clearly gives rise to weaken democracy and would likely abused as instrument of domination from those of the higher to those of the lower hierarchy or those officers of bureaucracy to people in common. It is really this perception of irrational-hierarchical bureaucracy that caused the idea of democracy does not work well.
14 The real condition of the government bureaucracy system needs people's response. Because, if people do not force to control every activities of the governance bureaucracy it is certain that several power deviances takes place in turn. The result would be of more dangerous for people them selves. The duty of state apparatus in making people prosperous is the empowerment of all potencies of people. This effort of people empowerment needs the spirit to serve public and to be the partner of society, or in other words making the join work synergy between people and private parties, for building the nation and achieving people well-being. In this concern, the main cause of the problem of "the paradox of development administration" in applying good governance is that of strengthening government bureaucracy on one side and weakening people political power as well as other political institution at the same time on the other side. Unluckily, government bureaucracy as a big organization in society is unable to accommodate people's adaptation pattern, goals to achieve, integration process of members of society and people solidity in defending their identities from internal as well as external threatening.
For this reason, although government has been applying administration order, efficiency and productivity, as long as still neglecting the required function of social The neutrality of government bureaucracy has its own pillars as a central of government should be, namely the civil servant. They have to work carrying out of duty and responsibility whether they take one side or neutral in relation to political power. This model is called by Hussel Schultz as "natural attitude". This "natural attitude" is also known as "lebenswelt" or "everyday life world". Such concept can be used as a solution to follow up government policy of neutrality of civil servant from political parties. This neutrality means a good willing of those of civil servants to do public service of equal effectiveness to all administrations given to them. responsibility, moral and ethic, people in common will be the side of miserable. This will be more suffering with the coming out of politicians and businessmen. Officers, politicians and businessmen involved in government institution are never free of interests. It is people then that has to bear on any risks of how politicians, officers and businessmen holding the government institution. The logic is simple, i.e. if amount of money is needed for the expense of carrying out a program, government just to borrow it from those of businessmen who come into bureaucracy.
Relationship with vested interests is a risk of bureaucrat which has no direct impact on the system of government. However, the decreased government bureaucracy is never separable from individual character its leader has. 24 Good character is a must that can not be neglected in driving leadership within bureaucracy.
If top leader of executive pawns his/her ethic and moral standard, so there is no one will be able to hold out good governance. Considering any political as well as economical interests that potentially worsened bureaucracy, control from any sides is really a need to day, whether administrative or substantive. In this context, religion can be involved in the mid of bureaucracy. However, role of religion simply implied to worsened situation if religious men also come to appear with superficial ideology.
So, it should be underlined that he role of religious men is such as supervisor within the process of people empowerment in its relation to bureaucracy power.
Religious men can learn from western countries 25 which then be contextualized in accord with local need. This kind of experience can be directed towards creating free public sphere, carrying out public control of the running system of bureaucracy, criticizing system and culture of which are parts of totalitarian regime; making alternative for the people of bureaucracy victims; and is able to avoid from basic weaknesses of liberal-capitalistic system of democracy as well as communistic one of which is not accord with local culture.
D. Strengthening the Structure of Rational-Egalitarian
If religious community understands prominence function of religious values for building individual as well as social system its role would be very much felt in the mid of relationship between individuals, social system and government bureaucracy.
The case is the opposite, however. Values of religion do not ever appear as moral teaching to which people highly esteem. People see religious teaching simply as a symbol of communality and a legitimating factor for conflicts between individuals, social system and government bureaucracy. It is still freshly remembered, ever since the concept of nation state appeared, religion is understood by its adherent for keeping the same religious community. Sadly, such condition also takes place within bureaucracy, in which certain existence of religious community just caused government bureaucracy home for corruption, collusion and nepotism.
of religious communalism is to continue the role religion as "way of life" will have no meaning in social system. Religion is simply abused as media for hoping eternal life and to legitimize politic for obtaining power within bureaucracy.
If moral principle and religious ethic are dismissed in the mid of reordering system of governance, obviously distortion of religious meaning is going take place.
It is such distortion of religious meaning that unconsciously depraved the image of religion. For this, religion needs to be reverted to its role, i.e. as source of ethic and moral for the life of human being. 27 Moral principle and religious ethic can support positive orientation of life, dynamic and progressive, action oriented, quality oriented, goal oriented and future oriented; teaches human to strongly hold on the principle of justice (al-'adâlah), brotherhood (al-ukhuwwah); deliberation (al-syûra); equality (almusâwah); and do respect plurality (al-ta'addudiyyah) and prefer to peaceful rather than forceful war. have not yet been fulfilling the above specific principle all are categorized neglectful of the real religion values. System of governance also should not tempt with movements that act on behalf of religion. Why it is religious values that ideally should be synthesized with good governance? Because system of governance is responsible to all people, so that it become agenda of any communities of religion to stand by and to strengthen the building that take side with people. Like the system of nature, if religion changes from the required function it will deprave all social building that has been working well so far. For this, system of governance deserves to be an alternative system which can combine all plural values of society which have been prevailing since many centuries ago. Values of religious teaching and system of governance both can be the basic for reordering standard of moral and dignity of public officials. The practice of involvement of religious teaching values and system of governance also show the foundation of proportionality and insist that leaders will be asked for responsibility in order that their leadership keep human dignity be respected. For this, it is not permitted that a leader should only keep his/her dignity standing while other's depraving.
Values of religious teaching and a good system of governance can play the role of supporting empowerment of local community; establishing a free public sphere; conducting control of the running system of governance; criticizing system and culture that support totalitarian regime; making alternative for the people of bureaucracy victims; and is able to avoid from basic weaknesses of liberal-capitalistic system of democracy as well as communistic one of which is not accord with local culture.
Anticipating a bad system of governance, the role of religion is indispensable.
Such is in line with the required system of governance that has been though by religion. governance with religious ethic constitute basic problem which is inseparable with history of human religiosity.
Because of this, along with the need of rational-egalitarian structure among the life of religious adherents nowadays, people of being religious usually response to the any "disaster" which always happened to the adherent of religion, particularly in relation to political interest, economy, social and culture. For this, it deserves to ask the following: When do religious adherents propose a concept of anticipation of a bad governance system? Or just they have never pay attention and have been neglectful to such issues as good governance, for their conception of religion still has been focused on heaven. Besides quite less motivation from outside, this is also because of internal factor of its adherents, who hold an understanding religion simply as dogma which is not applicable with reality of life.
If the concept of religiosity does not show the real of attitude and genuine character of its community, obviously religion will only play the fictive role within the spread of science and technology. The writer himself found the reality happens in governance system which is chaired by those who active in religious ritual. However, the case is precisely the running system which is not in line with good governance principle and religious ethic. 31 Although reality of having religious is as such, still the writer believes in that values of religious teaching can be turned back its role within governance order.
If religious activities of communities of religion do not solve the problem of the irrational-hierarchical structure, obviously it is a kind or religious form that is not in accord with the teaching of religion it self. For this, being religious means making thoughts ready facing any threats of erroneous and illusions that always to be parasite I human life. The community of religion has to struggle out the applicative values of religious teaching. Religion has to be able to answer any disposition of physiology 
E. Conclusion
Considering the above condition, role that still can hopefully played by religion is making its adherents realizing of the almighty, whose power is beyond human control and is very important for the safety of human life. Regarding the characteristic and the existence of this ultimate reality there are different views and believes based on each religion. Religion influences the form of society and often constitutes moral sources, ethic and value of government system. For this reason, in religious activities is needed consciousness of its adherents in order to direct progress of government mechanism that previously destructiverepresive towards objective that is more giving freedom and potency of poor citizens (dhu'afa', mustadh'afin) . Again, here is needed the spirit of religious men to make religion as a source of acknowledgment and believe to make people realizing about the important of religion in supporting the lofty good governance. This religious work for reforming bad governance seems to
have not yet been thinkable seriously by each religious adherent, except on small rhetoric level of saying. Now, religious influence as truly religious influence should be is lacking. Fellow believers of the most adhered religion even easily defeated to do such bad manner as corruption, lacking responsibility in administration, business, and agreement and taking part in oppressing others.
In reality, religious adherents are still too far of making religion as a source of energy for arising positive attitude and healthy in a governance system. Hence, religious adherents need to reflect the prominence of religious principles dealing with commitment to reforming "political life" toward healthier one, supporting participation, empowering the pillars of democratic life and establishing good governance system. It has been clear and distinct that religion constitutes universal truth. Hence, strengthening rational-egalitarian structure is as the same as strengthening the religious teachings.
